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ABSTRACT
APPLICATIONS OF A MICROTRAP FOR ON-LINE
MONITORING OF VOLATILE ORGANICS
by
Chaohua Feng
Microtrap is made by packing a narrow metal tubing with adsorbents. The
advantage of a microtrap is that it can be heated and cooled in the order of
seconds. It has been used previously as a concentration cum injection device for
on-line gas chromatography and also monitoring non-methane organic carbon in
air emissions. In this research breakthrough and desorption characteristics of the
microtrap were studied. A two-stage microtrap system was developed to reduce
breakthrough while making sharp injection for GC separation. Microtrap was also
used as a concentrator cum injector in on-line mass spectrometry. Finally, a
microtrap based, continuous non-methane organic carbon analyzer was field
tested at an industrial site.
Breakthrough characteristics of the microtrap were studied as a function of
analyte concentration. The logarithm of breakthrough volume decreased linearly
with the logarithm of adsorbate concentration at low concentration. At high
concentration, breakthrough volume remained constant. The adsorption isotherms
illustrated that retention of methanol and acetone on Carbopack B was by
monolayer adsorption while those of benzene and acetone on Carbopack C were
by multilayer adsorption. Microtrap temperature was measured using an infrared
thermocouple. Desorption efficiency at a given temperature depended upon the
analyte as well as the adsorbent. The desorption peak width decreased with
increasing desorption temperature and sample flow rate.
A two-stage microtrap system was developed by connecting two
microtraps in series. The first microtrap, packed with relatively more adsorbent,
prevented breakthrough of small molecules, and served as the retention trap. The
second, smaller diameter trap provided rapid desorption and served as the
injection trap. Two-stage microtrap increased the breakthrough time for large
volume sampling without decreasing chromatographic resolution.
Microtrap was used as an interface for mass spectrometry. The objective
was to provide preconcentration and elimination of background molecules such as
CO 2 and H2O. Different configurations combining the microtrap with a gas
sampling valve were studied. On-line microtrap with backflush desorption was
found to be most effective in direct sampling mass spectrometry. Due to the
elimination of background gases, the detection limit was as low as the parts per
trillion level. Emission from a catalytic incinerator was monitored using this
technique.
A previously developed continuous non-methane organic carbon (C-
NMOC) analyzer was field tested at a coating facility in North Carolina. The C-
NMOC analyzer demonstrated high accuracy and high precision in the field study.
The advantages of real-time monitoring, such as immediate response for transient
events were also demonstrated. Continuous monitoring was possible in the
presence of high concentrations of moisture and carbon dioxide.
APPLICATIONS OF A MICROTRAP FOR ON-LINE
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1.1 Analysis of Volatile Organic Compounds in Air Sample
Volatile organic compounds (VOCs) are defined by the United States
Environmental Protection Agency (US EPA) as organics with vapor pressure
greater than 0.01 kPA at 25 °C. The lists of VOCs include a variety of straight
chains, aromatic hydrocarbons, as well as organic compounds containing different
functional groups. They have received much scrutiny from the regulatory
community because many of these compounds are toxic, carcinogenic and
mutagenic. They are also major air pollutants. Hydrocarbons participate in the
photochemical reactions that lead to smog formation at both urban and rural scale.
Organic acids contribute to acid rain. Some VOCs also play an important role in
global warming and destruction of the ozone layer [1-3].
The conventional approach to the measurement of VOCs requires sampling
air using a sorbent trap or into a whole air sampler (for example canisters). This is
followed by laboratory analysis using GC or GC/MS. Described in the
Compendium Methods for the Determination of Toxic Organic Compounds in
Ambient Air [4] are US EPA methods for monitoring volatile and semi-volatile
organic compounds. Each of the first three methods calls for a different sampling
technique, followed by thermal desorption to a capillary GC column for analysis.
In method TO-1, compounds are trapped on a porous polymer adsorbent,
transferred to a cold trap, and desorbed to the column. In Method TO-2, they are
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trapped on a carbon molecular sieve adsorbent, transferred to a cold trap, and then
desorbed to the column. In Method TO-3, they are trapped on a cold trap and
desorbed to the column. Cryotrapping used in these methods is an attractive
method, but in many cases the formation of ice plugs rapidly sets a limit to the
amount of sample that can be concentrated when moisture is present in the sample.
In this respect, the widely used adsorbents such as active charcoal, and carbon
molecular sieve are more favorable. In method TO-14, a whole air sampler such as
a canister is used for sampling. The canisters are then brought back to the lab for
analysis.
All these EPA Methods are quite effective in routine environmental
analysis. While these methods provide sensitive and reliable measurements, they
are cumbersome and unsuitable for on-line or field analysis, where immediate
results may have important health and safety benefits.
1.2 On -line and On -site Measurement of VOCs
Evolving environmental regulations and the rising costs of compliance testing are
pushing environmental scientist to explore the application of new, more cost-
effective technology. Recently there has been much effort in the development of
analytical techniques for continuous, on-line measurement of VOCs in air emission
and in ambient air. The first consideration for these developments is the speed of
analysis. Typically laboratory analysis has a turn around time of several days and
the data can not be used for taking corrective actions in a process. The turn-around
time is of the order of a few minutes or even a few seconds for most on-line
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methods. In other words, on-line monitoring is valuable in monitoring emission
transients and also in implementing process control.
Another consideration is cost. To assess and remediate contaminated sites
worldwide with existing technologies is estimated to cost $500 billion to more than
a trillion dollars. Site characterization can represent as much as 40 % of total
cleanup costs [5]. Of the average 10 years that it takes to clean up a Superfund
site, seven are spent studying, characterizing, negotiating, and developing a
remediation plan. The strict reliance on off-site laboratory analysis of collected
samples contributes to this lengthy process. Typically, samples are collected in the
field and sent to a laboratory for analysis. The results of the first phase of sampling
and analysis are usually inadequate for the development of a remediation plan. On
an average 70 % of the samples collected are nondetects, containing no
contaminants. Therefore, additional trips must be made to collect samples for
analysis in order to obtain an adequate information about the site. This iterative
approach is costly in part because of unnecessary, expensive analysis of samples
that are "clean". Couple the number of sites that need to be assessed with the cost
to perform each assessment, and one would question whether all the sites can be
characterized with the time and money available. Considering all these factors,
with prudent use of field analysis, the cost of environmental testing can be reduced
significantly [6].
The other consideration for using on-line monitoring technique, is
accuracy. Analyte concentrations can degrade during the period between sample
collection and its chemical analysis. These concentration changes are complex and
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are related to such factors as analyte volatilization, analyte kinetics,
biodegradation, container leakage, preservation conditions, extraction efficiency,
and analytical accuracy. During transport and storage of sample, the sample can
degrade and contamination can occur. For example, many organic compounds,
especially the polar compounds, are known to be unstable in canisters. Research
showed that total organic concentration reduced about 7.9 % after 23 hours and
16 % after 19 days, indicating that unidentified analytes were being lost during
prolonged storage [7]. Regulatory agencies have specified holding times for class
of compounds (volatile organics, semi-volatile organics, and explosives) to
standardize analytical laboratory procedures. For example, Code of Federal
Regulations (40 CFR 136) requires that VOC samples stored at 4 °C must be
analyzed within 7 days of collection. This requirement is very stringent for most
analytical laboratories. Up to 80 % of the error in VOC analysis may be attributed
to the delay between sample collection and chemical analysis [8].
From this standpoint, even if the precision of an on-line method is not as
good as that of a lab method, it still provides more accurate results than a
conventional lab method because transportation and storage are eliminated.
1.3 Instrumentation for Continuous Monitoring
Continuous monitoring systems integrate three main subsystems: a sampling
interface, an analyzer and a control and data analysis system. One method of
classifying the system is by the type of sampling system. In general, the systems
can be classified into extractive, in situ, and remote. In an extractive system, the
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sample is physically transported from the source, conditioned and then introduced
into the analyzer. In order for an instrument to measure gas concentrations, the gas
sample must be free of particulate matter. Moisture usually must be removed. This
requires the use of valves, pumps, and other components necessary for gas
transport and conditioning. In the case of in-situ systems, the interface is simpler,
composed of flanges designed to align or support the monitor and blower systems
used to minimize interference from particulate matter.
The continuous monitor can also be categorized by the frequency of the
sampling interface. For process monitoring applications, continuous, on-line
monitoring is required to capture data regarding transient process events.
Continuous, on-line monitors differ in the kind of information that they report.
Some of them are non-selective and respond to gross process characteristics such
as total non-methane organic carbon (NMOC) or total chlorine content. Others fall
into the category of speciation monitors that provide individual concentrations of
process components. The need for speciation is often determined by environmental
regulations where the relative toxicity or the potential of a particular compound for
production of smog may dictate an individual quantitative measurement.
Continuous, on-line monitors also need to have good engineering design to
assure simple operation and maintenance. A number of analytical techniques are
available that can be applied to continuous, on-line monitoring but they must also
be amenable to automated operation and data analysis. Other important
distinctions are the same as with any analytical instrument such as selectivity,
detection limits, size and cost. The most common techniques used for continuous,
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on-line measurement of VOCs include direct FID, Fourier transform infrared
spectroscopy (FTIR), gas chromatography (GC) and mass spectrometry (MS).
1.3.1 FTIR
Infrared spectroscopy (IR) has been used to provide useful qualitative and
quantitative information about chemical processes. Fourier transform (FT)
instruments allow rapid data acquisition for high sensitivity and signal averaging
[9]. FTIR techniques have been applied to on-line analysis and in chemical process
control where only a few reactants and products are present at relatively high
concentrations. Equipped with sandwich detector which normally has gas cell with
10 — 20 meter path length, FTIR has been demonstrated to be useful for
monitoring gas and vapor emissions in specific industrial hygiene applications [10-
14]. However water vapor which exists in air samples interferes with the analysis
[15] because the water vapor has strong absorption in middle IR. When multiple
components are present in the sample, the peaks generated by C-H-containing
organic compounds may overlap. Even through different components presented in
the sample can still be quantified using a completely overlapped peak in the
presence of interference, it is difficult to use this technique to analyze unknown
complex mixtures. The detection limit of FTIR is usually too high for trace level
pollution monitoring. In general, FTIR is not a suitable method for most air
monitoring applications that require the identification of individual compounds in a
complex mixture, especially when a large quantity of moisture are present.
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1.3.2 Gas Chromatography
Gas chromatography offers a large selection of excellent columns and detectors for
a variety of different types of separations. GC has been used for process stream
analysis since the 1950s [16]. Unlike spectroscopic techniques in which a sample
stream can continuously pass through the detection cell, a sample injection in the
form of a pulse is needed for GC separation. The most common sample
introduction device in continuous gas chromatography is gas sampling valve.
Valves can automatically make injections from a sample stream intermittently into
a GC column [17-19].
However, sample valves have certain limitations. Being mechanical devices,
they tend to wear during extended periods of operation. Another problem with
sample valves is that they withdraw a small fraction of sample stream for injection
into the GC. The sample size that is injected into the GC is between a few
microliters to a couple of milliliters. Injection of a larger sample quantity causes
excessive band broadening and degrades chromatographic resolution. A small
injection volume results in small sample quantity and poor sensitivity. In many
applications, especially in environmental monitoring, low concentrations are
encountered and sample valves are found to be inadequate [20].
The other approach for continuous, on-line GC analysis employs a thermal
desorption modulator placed before the analytical column [21-24]. Modulators are
in principle quite similar to cryogenic traps used in chromatography. The
Conventional purge-and-trap devices are designed to preconcentrate analytes from
a sample or to sharpen an injection, whereas modulators are used to continuously
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modulate the concentration of analytes in a flowing stream. Chromatography using
modulators does not need any injection device because the equivalent of an
injection is generated internally within the flow stream. Potential advantages of
using modulators are faster operation, smaller bandwidth, lower detection limit,
and improved reliability [25]. Moreover, it is a continuous analysis technique as
compared to conventional valves that offer intermittent analysis. Some of the
problems associated with using low-capacity modulators are low modulation
efficiency, low sensitivity, inability to modulate volatile components, and derivative
peak shape. The increase in capacity factor of the modulator results in a change in
the chromatographic peak shape and the modulation efficiency increases.
Recently sorbent traps have been widely used as injection devices for
continuous, on-line gas chromatography [20, 26-30]. A trap made by packing
narrow metal tubing with adsorbents is placed in front of the GC column. When
sample stream passes through the trap, organic compounds of interest can be
adsorbed by the adsorbent. At the end of sampling, the trap is thermally desorbed
to produce a concentration pulse as injection to GC column. The sorbent trap is
not only an injection device that can make the analysis continuous, on-line, but also
a preconcentrator that enriches the sample during sampling. Membrane combined
with microtrap has also been developed for continuous, on-line VOCs monitoring
in air or water [27, 31, 32]. Simultaneous extraction and stripping of VOCs by
membrane combined with microtrap injection have shown some advantages such
as elimination of moisture in humid samples.
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1.3.3 Mass Spectrometer
Mass spectrometry (MS) plays a prominent role in environmental monitoring
because of its high chemical specificity, and sensitivity. Molecular weights and
structural information are both available through the appropriate choice of
ionization methodology. It is particularly attractive for on-line analysis because of
fast response time and high mass resolution. GC/MS has been used for field
monitoring of VOCs at hazardous waste sites [33 — 38]. Efforts are currently
under way to improve the speed of the chromatography without sacrificing
resolution, and new high-temperature columns extend the lifetime of the column,
and to expand the range of compounds currently studied by GC/MS. In addition,
the packed columns have largely been replaced by capillary columns. GC retains
the advantages of simplicity, lower weight, and much lower cost. Only recently, as
mass spectrometers became more amenable to field analysis, has GC/MS
commonly been employed in the field [39].
Compared to conventional GC/MS methods that provide separation of all
components in a sample, direct sampling mass spectrometry methods simply
introduce all components simultaneously into the mass spectrometer. In a complex
mixture, the mass spectrum of all the components overlaps, resulting in complex
spectra. This makes identification of individual components difficult. The
advantage here is that GC separation takes a long time where as mass spectrum is
obtained instantly. Consequently, this method is most effective in situations where
the immediate availability of results is critical. One of the problems facing on-line,
direct sampling mass spectrometry in air monitoring applications is the inlet
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systems which extract analytes directly without sample preparation, and act as a
protective barrier between atmospheric pressure, in which sampling is performed,
and the high vacuum inside the instrument. This function is critical in preventing
excessive amounts of permanent gases such as oxygen, H2O and CO 2 from
entering the ionization chamber.
Four major types of inlets have been reported for direct sampling mass
spectrometry. Capillary restrictors, membrane inlets, sorbent trap inlets,
atmospheric pressure ionization (API) and atmospheric sampling glow discharge
ionization (ASGDI). Capillary restrictors, a good choice for sampling polar and
nonpolar compounds, consist of a narrow-bore (50 -150 µm) deactivated fused—
silica capillary that extends from the atmosphere into the ion source. Transport
time of a sample through the capillary restrictor is about 100 ms, providing nearly
instantaneous response. Capillary inlets may require heating to prevent absorption
of some analytes. The primary disadvantages of capillary restrictors are that air and
water vapor enter the mass spectrometer during sample analysis and the limitation
of the flow rate. The capillary limits the gas flow into the instrument to 0.1 to 1.0
ml/min, which is compatible with instruments equipped with conventional EI or CI
sources. Capillary restrictors are inadequate for trace analysis at such flow rates.
Membrane inlet employs flow injection analysis procedures for sample
handling to provide an on-line capability, detects organic compounds in aqueous
solution or in air, and offers relatively rapid response time (in the range of 0.5 - 5
min). Thus, there is the capability for continuous, on-line operation. It provides
selectivity towards the organics. The analytes are extracted from sample and
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directly introduced to mass spectrometer while blocking the flow of background
species. In addition, internal or external standard solutions can provide
quantitation. Membrane introduction mass spectrometry (MIMS) requires minimal
operator intervention. Various polymeric materials have been employed as
membranes. The most commonly used are hydrophobic, nonporous polymers such
as the silicones. These membranes have excellent permeability for VOCs present in
water or air and low permeabilities for the sample matrix. Microporous membranes
have also seen some use in MINIS. In spite of the lack of selectivity of such
membranes, their fast response times allow specialized applications where solvent
removal is not essential, for example, in the determination of polar organic
compounds in hydrocarbon matrices, where the hydrocarbon was used as the
chemical ionization reagent gas in the subsequent mass spectrometric analysis [40].
Hollow fiber membranes have been used to introduce VOCs from aqueous and air
samples directly into the ionization chamber of the mass spectrometer [41].
Recently Silvon demonstrated the pneumatically assisted transport of the
membrane permeate to the ionization region of the mass spectrometer [42]. Cooks
further advanced this design by incorporating a jet separator to remove excess
water from the membrane permeate to provide two stages of enrichments in
analyte [43]. Other recent advances and applications described in a set of
associated papers on this issue, include detection of VOCs in water at the parts-
per-quadrillion level [44]; on-line monitoring of biological metabolites at low levels
[45]; and on-site monitoring of complex mixtures of hazardous organic
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contaminants at chemical waste sites [46]; on-line monitoring of VOCs in air,
water, soil by two-stages membrane introduction mass spectrometry [47].
The limitations of membranes are the slow response, low permeation
efficiency, and selectivity between polar and non-polar compounds. Membranes
discriminate among compounds on the basis of their solubilities in the membrane
material. The performance of membrane is also temperature-dependent. When
using membrane inlets for air monitoring, because they are not in direct contact
with a liquid, they can often operate at higher temperatures, thereby lowering
response and recovery time. Sudden rupture of a membrane may also produce a
failure of the spectrometer.
Atmospheric pressure ionization (API), and atmospheric sampling glow
discharge ionization (ASGDI) sources provide a means of directly introducing a
continuous flow of air or vapors. Differential pumping maintains low pressure in
the mass analyzer region of the spectrometer while supporting much higher
pressure in the discharge source region. Mass spectrometers equipped with these
types of ionization source/inlets are often used for continuous, on-line monitoring
of airborne pollutants such as stack emissions and vehicle exhaust.
A widely used approach is to ionize at atmospheric pressure by using either
a 0 emitter such as 63Ni (48, 49), or a corona discharge (50 - 52) as a source of
ionizing electrons. Both methods are commonly referred to as API. A number of
reviews are available that describe API as a sensitive means for detecting trace
quantities of certain organics in air [53, 54]. ASGDI [37, 55, 56] ion source is
based on the establishment of a glow discharge in a region of reduced pressure
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with ambient air as the discharge support gas. Ionization occurs, as with
conventional chemical ionization, primarily through ion-molecule reactions. In this
case, however, the discharge supplies the ionizing electrons, and compounds
present in the sampled air serve as the reagent molecules. This ion source has been
proven to be very sensitive for a variety of heteroatom-containing organic
molecules. It has a number of features that make it useful as an ion source for
continuous monitoring of ambient air for trace organic contaminants.
Several characteristics are usually desirable for an ion source intended for
monitoring trace organics in ambient air. These include the following: low
detection limits for the compounds of interest, fast response, minimal memory
effects, minimal interference from compounds that may also be present, the
possibility of analyzing for either positive or negative ions, low maintenance
requirements, and a wide dynamic range.
Each of the approaches to ionizing trace organics in ambient air has its own
unique set of characteristics. Electron impact ionization has the advantage of
allowing for the analysis of a wide range of compounds than the API approaches,
but is not well suited for the analysis of negative ions. Depending on the design of
the API or ASGDI source, positive or negative ions can be formed. Negative ions
are especially useful for detecting compounds with a high electron affinity, such as
explosives.
Unlike the other inlets for direct sampling mass spectrometry, API and
ASGDI use special ion source for on-line monitoring of VOCs. Disadvantages of
API and ASGDI include the need for complex pumping systems, high-voltage
14
power supplies for ionization, and tedious instrument operation. Formation of
unwanted cluster ions can also be a problem when large amounts of water vapor
are present in a sample. API has been shown to be extremely sensitive for many
types of compounds but can be susceptible chemical interference. The chemical
interference may compete for charge, resulting in poor ionization efficiency for the
species of interest, or may complicate the mass spectrum by extensive clustering.
Other approaches such as silica-fiber micro-extraction for laser desorption
[57], and inertial spray extraction [58] have also been reported. The other major
type of inlet used in direct sampling mass spectrometry is a sorbent trap. In our
previous studies, the microtrap interface had been explored for directly introducing
air sample into a mass spectrometer (MTMS). Compared with other methods,
microtrap offers the convenience of being both a sample concentrator and injection
device. By trapping VOCs on a sorbent material to increase the sample amount for
detection, the detection limits can be reduced to ppt level [59]. Sampling time
varies from under one minute to several minutes depending on the detection level
required by the application [60, 61]. Air monitoring by MTMS has the further
advantage of reducing potential mass spectral interference caused by ion-molecule
reactions from water, nitrogen, oxygen, and carbon dioxide. Unlike the other
methods, the thermal desorption of the microtrap produces a concentration pulse
into ionization chamber which generates a peak instead of a platform as detection
signal. When selected ion monitoring is used, this peak signal is much easier to be
distinguished from the baseline for trace level monitoring. For gases studied, it
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appears that microtrap interface is much more efficient compared with membrane
introduction to ion trap detector through a jet separator [47].
1.4 Adsorption
Adsorption is a physical process that deals specifically with the concentration of
dispersed material in a continuous phase (carrier stream) on the surface of a highly
porous material. There have been many complex theoretical approaches taken to
explain the adsorption phenomenon. Adsorption is not only a function of physical
parameters such as temperature and pressure, but also of concentration and inter-
molecular interaction. To put the problem into a simple framework, the theories
are presented on a broad basis that will hold true for most materials and
conditions. It can be stated, therefore, that the amount of a given gas adsorbed at
equilibrium is a function of the final pressure and temperature only:
A = f (p, T)
1.4.1 Adsorbent and Adsorbate
The use of gas-solid chromatography (GSC) as a tool for the characterization of
adsorbents evolved in the late 1940s and early 1950s [62]. In that era, the
physicochemical measurements that could be obtained by GSC were established,
and till today the technique remains a viable analytical tool. In the 1960s, since
Hollis [63] reported the use of porous polymers as packing materials in gas
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chromatography, various types of porous polymers have been developed.
Considerable attention has been given to the development of adsorbents with
physical (i.e., structural) and chemical (i.e., homogeneous or inert surface)
properties that enabled them to be used as both GSC stationary phases and sample
enrichment. These developments in sorbent characteristics led to the application of
solid adsorbents in the field of environmental monitoring, specifically in air
sampling, and for enrichment of contaminants from aqueous media.
Because adsorbates can possess one or more functional groups and can
exist in many molecular sizes and shapes, choosing the adsorbent becomes a
critical issue. The adsorbents most widely used are: activated charcoals, activated
silica gels, porous polymers, carbon molecular sieves, and graphitized carbon
blacks. Characterization of these adsorbents in the 1960s led to a classification
scheme for both adsorbents and adsorbates, and laid the groundwork for
understanding adsorption phenomena at the gas-solid interface. The use of this
classification scheme and the principles characterizing these adsorbate/adsorbent
interactions have assisted in constructing adsorbent devices currently used in
sampling enrichment procedures.
Kiselev [64] first categorized the interactions between adsorbate and
adsorbent, and developed a scheme that classified them into three classes: Class I,
Class II, and Class III. Class I adsorbents are those that possess no ionic charges
on the surface. This lack of ionic interaction, or nonspecific interaction, allows for
predictable retention mechanism and also allows the sampling professional to
choose sampling parameters based on the molecular size and shape of the
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molecule(s) of interest. Class I adsorbents are hydrophobic. Examples of Class I
adsorbents include the graphitized carbon blacks such as Carbopack C, Carbopack
B and Carbotrap.
Class II adsorbents possess localized positive charges that interact
specifically with the adsorbates. This specificity allows for a strong or weak
electrostatic interaction between the adsorbate and the adsorbent. A characteristic
shortcoming of these specific adsorbents is their affinity for water that can negate
the specificity of the surface. An example of a Class II adsorbent is activated silica
gel which is so hydrophilic that water vapor is adsorbed in preference to the
organic of interest.
Class III adsorbents possess localized negative charges which as with the
Class II adsorbents, interact specifically with the adsorbates. This specific
interaction has similar positive and negative surface characteristics (i.e., specificity
and hydrophilicity). Activated charcoal and porous polymers such as Tenax belong
to Class III adsorbents.
Characteristics study has been published on several porous polymer
adsorbents [65, 66]. The use of carbon as an adsorbent dates back to 1773 when
Scheele described experiments on gases exposed to carbon [67]. It is only in the
past 70 years that the technique of activation has been used with any great success.
One of the earlier uses of carbon, in the form of wood charcoal, was for respirators
and gas masks. Charcoal made from different types of wood exhibited marked
differences in the adsorptive capacities. For carbon sieves, the adsorption strength
is caused by the pyrolysis temperatures used in manufacturing. As the pyrolysis
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temperature is increased, the microporous region of the sieve shrinks, because the
loss of hydrogen, with an increase in the number of carbon-carbon bonds and,
subsequently, with an increase in the aromatic properties of the sieve product [68].
Kiselev [64] also categorized adsorbates, according to electronic activity,
into four groups: Group A — n-alkanes; Group B — aromatic hydrocarbons,
chlorinated hydrocarbons, ketones, Group C organometallics; and Group D —
organic acids, organic bases, and aliphatic alcohols. Table 1-1 summarizes the
interactions between the three classes of adsorbents and the four groups of
adsorbates.
1.4.2 Characteristics for Adsorption and Desorption
The adsorbent must satisfy a number of requirements, such as total chemical
inertness relative to the adsorbed compounds, a capacity for total desorption and
an adsorption capacity as large as possible for a maximum number of compounds.
Two of the most critical parameters for an adsorbent are breakthrough volume
(BTV) and desorption efficiency.
The breakthrough volume (BTV) is defined as the volume of carrier gas
per unit mass of adsorbent necessary to cause a mass of adsorbate molecules,
introduced into the front of the sorbent tube to migrate to the back of the tube.
The BTV is also defined as the sampled volume corresponding to the end of the
linear domain. The extreme value of the linear domain is evaluated by calculation
of the intersection between linear and non-linear domains. The preconcentration
Table 1.1 Classification of adsorbents and adsorbates and their subsequent.
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Source: W. R. Betz et. al, "Sampling and Analysis of Airborne Pollutants", Lewis Publishers,
1993 [69].
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of a compound on an adsorbent can only be quantitative at sampling volumes that
do not exceed the BTV of the compound. Earlier studies suggested an empirical
equation to estimate the breakthrough regarding the boiling point of the adsorbate
[26]. It has been demonstrated that the BTV depends on numerous factors such as
humidity, temperature and concentration of adsorbate. There are also some other
parameters which may affect the BTV value such as the chemical composition of
the gaseous mixture [70, 71], the flow-rate and linear velocity of the carrier gas
[72, 73], the dimensions of the trap [74]. A number of parameters relating to the
adsorbent can also effect BTV, such as mass, granulometry, pore diameter and
specific surface area [75, 76], repeated re-use and thermal pretreatment [77,78].
When considering the effect of humidity, it is necessary to take into
account the change in the adsorption due to the interactions of the substance with
the adsorbed water itself Hydrophobic, non-polar porous polymers adsorb small
amounts of water, and the effect of water vapor on these materials is insignificant
[79]. Anasorb 747 and Anasorb CMS are examples of this type of adsorbent [80].
As the moisture content of the air increases, cooperative interactions between
water molecules take place on the surface and render it hydrophilic, causing a
dramatic drop in capacity for hydrophobic organic molecules. The breakthrough
study on Anasorb CMS showed the adsorbed methylene chloride did not appear to
be lost at high humidity, and in this case breakthrough can be attributed solely to
saturation. The organic and the moisture molecular can coexist as a mixed phase
in the pore structure of a molecular sieve carbon, the composition of the mixed
phase being related to the composition of the atmosphere with which it is in
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equilibrium. Yoon et. al. [81] carried out experimental and modeling studies for
effects of humidity and concentration on breakthrough. The experiments
conducted in the absence of adsorbate showed that the amount of water adsorbed
by activated carbon increased dramatically as the relative humidity increased above
50 - 60 %. They concluded that the effect of water vapor on contaminant
adsorption is minimal for humidity in the range of 0 - 50 %. The deviation between
experiment and theory increased with decreasing contaminant concentration and
increasing humidity.
Temperature is another important parameter influencing breakthrough [82-
84]. Adsorption is an exothermic phenomenon, the BTV being related to the
temperature by Van't Hoff-type relationship:
Where AHad is the adsorption enthalpy, R is the gas constant and T is the absolute
temperature. This equation can be expressed as
Using the equation the BTV can be estimated at a given temperature.
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The BTV is also a function of concentration. Normally, the BTV data were
obtained at infinite dilution (i.e., the extreme lower end of the Henry's Law region)
and thus represent a migration volume rather than a saturation, or capacity,
volume. This region of adsorbate coverage is applicable to sample enrichment
modes for which trace level analyses are required. Under this circumstance, the
concentration of adsorbate was always neglected when BTV was discussed.
However, sorbent traps used for air sampling are usually short and do not
have as many theoretical plates as an analytical GC column. There are several
reasons why the use of short columns is advantageous. They have low pressure
drops and do not require complicated pumping equipment. This is especially true
for field sampling. A high flow rate is often desired, as it permits the collection of a
large volume sample. A small physical size is also advantageous in the desorption
step. The sample enters the trap as a front instead of a narrow plug, as no
separation is intended. For this short, low plate number sampling trap, the
concentration effect on the front shape of the elution peak can not be neglected
[85, 86]. The numerical solution expressed was found to be a good approximation
of breakthrough volume as a function of plate number:
where VR is retention volume, n is theoretical plate number, a o, a l and a2 are
constants related to breakthrough level.
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The dependence of equilibrium adsorption capacity on adsorbate concentration
with all other factors held constant is usually described by an adsorption isotherm.
Many equations have been proposed and fit to type I equilibrium adsorption
isotherm data and data from breakthrough studies. The simplest ones, such as the
Langmuir isotherm, contain only two adjustable parameters:
where Wmax is the upper limit of capacity at very high vapor concentrations, KH is
Henry's law constant, and C o is inlet concentration (g/cm 3 ). This equation is often
used in a linearized form by plotting Co/W e versus Co..
Nelson et al. [87] demonstrated the application of a Freundlich isotherm in
describing adsorption capacity as a function of concentration:
where Tb is breakthrough time (min), C is concentration (ppm), a is constant for a
given set of conditions, and n is constant (<1). In practice, the logarithm of Tb is
plotted against the logarithm of C in hopes of getting a straight line with slope of
1/n and intercept of log a.
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Based on the theory of filling micropore volume, and the Polanyi concept
of adsorption potential, the Dubinin/Radushkevick isotherm equation [88] was
developed:
where W, is volume capacity, Wvsat is volume capacity at saturation vapor
pressure, Psat, T is absolute temperature, P/P sat is relative vapor pressure, R is ideal
gas constant, K is sorbent structural constant, and R is affinity coefficient.
Hacskaylo and LeVan developed an adsorption isotherm equation based on
analogy with the well-established Antoine equation for vapor pressures [89]:
Where A, B, C are Antoine constants, 0 is fraction of saturation capacity, P is
equilibrium pressure and b is the constant for the linear variation of heat of
adsorption with loading. In each case, the isotherm is favorable in the linear region
at low concentrations [90, 91]. No observable effect of the particle mesh size on
BTV has been reported [92]. Changes in BTV were observed in the presence of
other compounds. Lewis et al. [93] carried out adsorption studies near the flat
portion of the isotherm. Here, there is little additional adsorption capacity. Each
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molecule of an additional chemical competes for adsorption space and will displace
another potential adsorbate. Carbon adsorption capacity can be estimated for
monolayer coverage using the cross-sectional surface area of an adsorbate
molecule and the internal pore area of the carbon granule. Jonas et al. [94]
demonstrated that one molecule of carbon tetrachloride occupies one active site,
that there are no interactions among carbon tetrachloride molecules, and that the
adsorption occurs as a single adsorption layer. This approach is useful in making
estimates as to the total capacity of carbon for an adsorbate when adsorption
isotherm data is unavailable. A number of models have been developed over the
years under various assumptions. A comprehensive review of single-component
adsorption modeling has been published by Schork [95]. Yang [96] has provided a
review of multi-component adsorption, particularly based on equilibrium theory. In
general, most reported studies have used Langmuir isotherm.
Several experimental and theoretical studies were done on the effect of the
kinetics of adsorption/desorption on the shape of the desorption profiles [97, 98].
Two types of phenomena control these profiles, the nonlinear behavior of the
equilibrium isotherms and finite rates of the kinetics of axial and radial mass
transfers. The former phenomena, which are of thermodynamic origin, are properly
accounted for the ideal model of chromatography [99 - 101]. The latter
phenomena have an important effect on the production rate and recovery yields
achieved in preparative chromatography. In many cases, when the kinetics of
adsorption/desorption are fast, the equilibrium diffusive model can be used to
predict accurately the shape of the band profiles [101-103]. There are cases of
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importance when the kinetics of mass transfers and /or the kinetics of the retention
mechanism are slow. They are explained by the progressive decoupling between
the thermodynamics and kinetics influences on the band. It is not possible to
separate simply the effects of the mass transfer kinetics and adsorption/desorption
kinetics on a band profile [104-106].
Complete desorption of the adsorbed organics from the adsorbent is also
critical for quantitative analysis. If an analyte is adsorbed on a very strong
adsorbent, it may not be efficiently released during the desorption process. Also,
analytes subject to thermal breakdown can not be held at high temperatures too
long. Both of these occurrences can lead to poor recovery of the analyte.
Desorption efficiency of several VOCs have been studied [107, 108]. For a
symmetrical desorption peak, the maximum volume of carrier gas required for
complete desorption is reported to be twice the retention volume [109].
CHAPTER 2
RESEARCH OBJECTIVES
The objective of this study is to develop a better microtrap, and also apply it in air
monitoring. A better understanding of the breakthrough and desorption
characteristics is needed. A goal is to develop an understanding of breakthrough
as a function of analyte concentration. A measurement of microtrap temperature is
necessary to understand desorption mechanisms. So, microtrap temperature
during a few seconds pulse heating is measured.
When more adsorbent is packed inside the microtrap, the breakthrough
volume increases. It is essential to have large breakthrough volume for analyzing
volatile compounds. However, fast desorption of a large trap is difficult. Slow
desorption causes poor chromatographic resolution by generating broad injection
bands. A two-stage microtrap system comprising of a large trap in series with a
microtrap is proposed. The objective is to minimize breakthrough while making
sharp injection for gas chromatography.
Microtrap has been tested as injection device for directly sampling mass
spectrometry. In this study, microtrap will be further studied for sampling volatile
organic compounds at low concentrations (ppb levels). Microtrap mass
spectrometry will be used for monitoring emission from a laboratory scale
catalytic incinerator.
A continuous, non-methane organic carbon monitor has been previously
developed using microtrap as an injection device. This instrument will be tested
with real world air emission from a coating facility in North Carolina. The
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instrument will be evaluated as a continuous emission monitor based on accuracy,
precision and its ability to monitor emission transients.
In summary the objectives of this research was four folds:
• Study the breakthrough and desorption issues related to the microtrap
• Develop a two-stage microtrap
• Application of microtrap in direct sampling mass spectrometry
• Field validation of C-NMOC analyzer.
CHAPTER 3
BREAKTHROUGH AND DESORPTION CHARACTERISTICS
OF A MICROTRAP
3.1 Introduction
Air monitoring involves qualitative and quantitative analysis of a wide range of
volatile organic compounds (VOCs). Normally VOCs exist at trace level (sub-
parts per million); hence, preconcentration techniques are necessary for their
analysis. Sorbent traps have been widely used for this purpose, where the
concentrated organics are subsequently recovered via thermal desorption [26, 29,
30, 110]. The VOCs present in air sample have different molecular sizes, shapes,
as well as functional groups. Therefore, choosing an adsorbent which is
appropriate for all compounds is not an easy task. The ideal adsorbent would be
one which has large breakthrough volume for the very volatile compounds while
providing for complete, rapid desorption for larger compounds. It is impossible to
find such an unique adsorbent because adsorption and desorption are opposing
phenomena.
Several kinds of adsorbents have been studied for sampling organic
contaminants in air. Graphitized carbon blacks such as Carbopack C and
Carbopack B (Supleco Inc., Supelco Park, PA) are nonspecific, or Class I,
adsorbents. They have been widely used for sampling VOCs in air [30, 64, 68, 92,
111]. Without ions or active groups, these adsorbents interact nonspecifically with
all types of adsorbates. Silica gel is a Class II adsorbent. Its usage is restricted to
some alcohols, phenols and amines. Despite its high surface area, the sorbent is
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polar and hydrophilic, with a marked preference for binding water molecules at any
humidity [112-114]. Anasorb 727 is a synthetic beaded microporous polymer with
a hydrophobic surface. Tenax is a porous polymer based on 2,6 diphenyl-p-
phenylene. They both belong to Class III adsorbents which possess localized
negative charges that interact specifically with the adsorbates. They have been
validated for sampling different organic contaminants in workplace air [115-118].
Microtrap is made by packing a narrow metal tubing with one or more
adsorbents. In continuous, on-line monitoring, the microtrap can be directly
placed in a sample stream as an interface cum injector for GC. This has been
referred to as on-line microtrap (OLMT). The sample stream passes through the
microtrap where the organics of interest are trapped while the background stream
serves as a carrier gas. The microtrap is periodically desorbed by resistive heating
with an electrical pulse that serves as a GC injection. A sequential valve microtrap
system (SVM) combines a gas sampling valve and microtrap. The sample stream
continuously flows through the sampling valve. When the valve is switched to the
injection position, the sample is purged out by a carrier gas to the microtrap. Then,
the microtrap is desorbed to make an injection to GC. In another configuration, the
sample loop of a gas sampling valve is replaced by a microtrap. It is referred to as
on-line microtrap with backflush desorption (OLMT-BF). In the sampling position,
sample stream passes through the microtrap. When it is switched to the injection
position, the microtrap is isolated from the sample stream and thermally desorbed.
The carrier gas flows in an opposite direction and backflushes the sample into the
GC. Multi-sorbent microtraps can be used in this mode of operation. For making
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sharp injections while minimizing the breakthrough, a two-stage microtrap has
been developed, where the first microtrap is packed with relatively more adsorbent
to serve as a retention trap, and the second microtrap, with relatively small
dimension, serves as an injection trap.
The capacities of adsorption in term of breakthrough and desorption
efficiency are important characteristics of a microtrap. Because of its small
dimensions only a small amount of adsorbent can be packed inside. Thus, the
microtrap is prone to breakthrough. For quantitative sampling of VOCs using a
sorbent trap, the sample volume can not exceed the breakthrough volume.
Previous studies have suggested that for a trap of a large number of theoretical
plates, the breakthrough is independent of the adsorbate concentration [85]. The
microtraps are designed to be of small dimension, so that they can be heated
rapidly. Therefore, they are packed with a small amount of adsorbent. Moreover,
often they are designed to retain the organics only for a few seconds or minutes
while allowing large flow rate with small pressure drop. Considering all this,
breakthrough is a major issue in a microtrap and the effect of the adsorbate's
concentrations can not be neglected [119].
The desorption of the microtrap is made by heating the microtrap
resistively using an electrical current pulse. Rapid desorption is essential for
producing a sharp concentration pulse to serve as an injection for high resolution
gas chromatography. The rate of desportion depends mainly on the maximum
temperature achievable and the heating rate. Accordingly, the thermal stability of
the adsorbate must be considered because the thermally unstable VOCs can not be
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held at high temperature for too long. It is not easy to estimate the temperature of
the microtrap because the whole duration of electrical pulse is less than 5 second
and the resistance of the microtrap changes with the temperature during the heat
up period. However, it effects desorption efficiency and desorption peak shape.
The measurement of temperature is also difficult because the whole heating
cooling cycle is only a few seconds, and conventional thermocouples do not have
such a fast response time. There is also the issue of heat transfer because the heat
has to migrate through the tube and into the sorbent bed.
In this chapter, the breakthrough characteristics of the microtrap were
estimated, and the factors that affect heating mechanism of the microtrap were
studied.
3.2 Experimental
The schematic diagram of the experimental system is shown in Figure 3.1. All
experiments were carried out on a Hewlett Packard 5890 Series II gas
chromatography (Hewlett Packard, Avondale, PA) equipped with a conventional
flame ionization detector (FID). The microtraps used in the breakthrough studies
were made by packing 10 cm long x 0.53 mm i.d. silica lined stainless steel tubing
(Restek Co. Bellefonte, PA) with 20 — 40 mg of sorbent. For the desorption
studies, larger microtraps were made by packing 10 cm long of 1.1 mm i.d.
stainless steel tubing (Small Part Inc., Miami Lakes, FL, USA) with different
adsorbents. The adsorbents used in this study were Carbopack C, Carbopack B,
Carbosieve SIII, Tanex-TA and Anasorb 747.
Figure 3.1 Schematic diagram of the experimental system.
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A microprocessor controlled the interval, and duration of the electrical
pulses to the microtrap. The different desorption temperatures were achieved by
increasing either the voltage, or the duration of heating. For example, when the
duration of heating was set to be 4 seconds, the energy supplied by the electrical
current could be changed by altering the voltage. A higher voltage across the
microtrap led to a higher desorption temperature. Desorption temperature could
also be increased by increasing the pulse duration. For example, when the voltage
was set to 50 volts, increasing the heating time provided more energy to reach
higher temperatures.
Conventional thermocouples could not be used here because once
contacted to the microtrap, the resistance of the microtrap would change. The
resistance of the microtrap also changes when the temperature increases. Since the
desorption was made by a short electrical pulse (3 — 5 second), the thermocouple
did not have enough time to respond. Here an IRT/C K-440F infrared
thermocouple (Exergen Corp. Watertown. MA) was used to measure the
microtrap temperature. This non-invasive device measured temperature based on
infrared radiation from the heated object. It was mounted at about 2 mm away
from the microtrap. The response time of the infrared thermocouple was
approximately 80 milisecond and it was able to monitor the microtrap heating
profile. A GC integrator was used to record the response of the infrared sensor.
The peak heights of the infrared sensor were converted to temperature. The
infrared sensor was calibrated using a furnace whose temperature could be set at
different levels.
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Standard gases such as methanol, propane, toluene were purchased from
Matheson Co., NJ. The standard gases containing acetone, benzene were made in
the laboratory. An empty 13-litter tank was evacuated and then flush with zero
grade air. This process was repeated several times to clean the tank. Then a
predetermined quantity of each of the compounds was injected into the tank. Then
tank was then filled with zero grade air to desired pressure.
The breakthrough time was measured by the peak shape. The sample
flowed continuously through the microtrap. When the microtrap was heated, a
desorption peak occurred. The analytes were re-adsorbed in the microtrap as the
microtrap cooled. This lowered the base line into the negative territory appearing
as a negative peak. As the sample began to breakthrough, the detector response
increased again. The width of the negative peak has been shown to be equal to the
breakthrough time measured by frontal chromatography [29].
3.3 Results and Discussions
3.3.1 Breakthrough as a Function of Adsorbate Concentration
A log-log plot of the breakthrough volumes for methanol and acetone on
Carbopack B are shown in Figure 3.2 as a function of the concentration. Linear
relationship between breakthrough volume and concentration was observed when
the concentration of acetone was below 168 ppm, and that of methanol was less
than 232 ppm. The linear rang followed Freundlich's equation [120]:
Figure 3.2 Breakthrough volumes (ml/g) as a function of concentrations of methanol, acetone on
Carbopack B.
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where, BTV is breakthrough volume, C is the adsorbate concentration. The
intercept b is related to the adsorbent capacity, and the slope is related to the
intensity of adsorption [121]. In this region breakthrough volume increased rapidly
as concentration decreased.
At high concentrations, the breakthrough volume did not show any
variation with concentration. There was only a limited amount of adsorbent (30
mg) inside the microtrap. When a large number of adsorbate molecules are present
in the sample, the adsorbent capacity is reached rapidly. Each molecule of the
adsorbate is competing for adsorption site and, if adsorbed, displaces another
potential adsorbate. The breakthrough volume was independent of the adsorbate
concentrations. Most environmental monitoring work is done at very low
concentration where the curve is not flat. This region is applicable to sample
enrichment modes. When an adsorbent is chosen for air sampling, especially when
the concentrations of adsorbates are high, exceeding of the linear range should be
avoided in order to have a large sampling volume before breakthrough occurs.
Otherwise, the adsorbent trap will not yield good enrichment of the contaminants.
The logarithm of breakthrough volume for acetone and benzene on
Carbopack C are plotted against the logarithm of the adsorbate concentrations in
Figure 3.3. The flat portion was also observed when the concentration of of
benzene was over 30 ppm and acetone above 168 ppm. In case of Carbopack B,
these points were at a significantly higher concentration. This is because the
surface of Carbopack B is higher, 86 m 2/g as compared to 10 m2/g from
Carbopack C. The breakthrough volume as a function of concentration showed




two linear regions for Carbopack C. The first linear region extended up to 20.8
ppm for acetone and 1.25 ppm for benzene.
To study the underlying mechanism, adsorption isotherms were plotted as
adsorption capacity (gram of adsorbate/gram of adsorbent) against concentration.
Figure 3.4 and 3.5 are adsorption isotherms for benzene and acetone on
Carbopack C. The isotherm showed classic "type II" adsorption. Here first the
adsorption occurs as a monolayer up to the point of inflection (P in Figure 3.4 and
3.5). This corresponds to points BB and BA in Figure 3.3. Beyond that, the slope of
the line changes as the adsorption took place as multilayer from BA to CA, and BB
to CB.
The adsorption isotherms for acetone and methanol on Carbopack B are
shown in Figure 3.6. It showed "type I" [121] mechanism. Here the adsorption is
via a monolayer.
3.3.2 Desorption as a Function of Temperature
Sample streams were passed through the microtrap at 5.0 ml/min and desorption
pulses were made at 1 minute intervals. Then desorption peak areas were
measured at different desorption temperatures. Desorption efficiency was
calculated as the percentage of the maximum achievable peak area at high
temperatures:
Figure 3.4 Adsorption isotherm for benzene on Carbopack C.
Figure 3.5 Adsorption isotherm for acetone on Carbopack C.
Figure 3.6 Adsorption isotherms for acetone and methanol on Carbopack B.
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The desorption efficiencies for methanol, propane and toluene as a function
of desorption temperatures from different adsorbents are listed in Table 3.1, 3.2
and 3.3, respectively. Desorption required more energy when the specific surface
area of the adsorbent increased. At 145 °C, 97 % methanol could be desorbed from
Carbopack C, 76 % from Tenax-TA, 65 % from Anasorb, 72 % from Carbopack
B, and 75 % from Carbosieve SIII. For methanol, propane and toluene, Carbopack
C was the weakest sorbent. The complete desorption of these compounds
occurred at 215 °C, 215 °C and 265 °C respectively. The Carbosieve SIII was the
strongest sorbent of all the ones studied here. Complete desorption of toluene from
Carbosieve SIII became very difficult. Anasorb 747 is a bead polymer. It could
not be used to pack a microtrap with a diameter of less than 1 mm. Among the
sorbents studied here, Carbopack C and Carbopack B were nonspecific adsorbents
which can be used to trap all kinds of adsorbates. The desorption study showed
that the test molecules mentioned above could be desorbed at 256 °C from
Carbopack C and 296 °C from Carbopack B.
A higher desorption temperature could be obtained either by increasing the
voltage across the microtrap, or by a longer heating time. The maximum
temperatures reached at different microtrap voltages, and at different heating times
are plotted in Figure 3.7. These results show that 296 °C could be reached either
by pulsing the microtrap for 5 seconds at 60 volts, or for 4 seconds at 70 volts.
Table 3.1 The Desorption efficiencies (%) of methanol as a function of temperature.
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Table 3.2 The Desorption efficiencies (%) of propane as a function of temperature.
Table 3.3 The Desorption efficiencies (%) of toluene as a function of temperature.
Figure 3.7 Maximum temperatures reached at different microtrap voltages and applying pulse of different
durations.
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Theoretical prediction of heating rate and energy input was not possible because
during pulse heating, the temperature of the microtrap increases, which resulted in
increased resistance.
Typical temperature profiles recorded by the IR sensors during microtrap
pulses are shown in Figure 3.8. It was observed that at a given voltage, the
maximum temperature reached increased with increase in pulse duration. However,
the duration of heat pulse did not change significantly with the pulse time. This is
because the microtrap heats up instantly (sharp rise in the temperature profile of
Figure 3.8), but cools down more slowly. Consequently, the duration of the
heating-cooling cycle is determined by the cool down period.
The pulse of analytes desorbed from the microtrap depends upon the
sorbent temperature rather than the external measured temperature. Here no
measurements were made in the sorbent core. Enough energy needs to be put into
the microtrap for quantitative desorption. When enough energy was not put in, the
desorption peak was found to be broad and of low magnitude. This can be seen in
Figure 3.9. The microtrap may be modeled as a short GC column. When the
microtrap is heated, the capacity factor drops to near a zero value. The latter part
of the microtrap serves as column for the analyte molecules desorbed at the head
of the microtrap. At low voltages, when the microtrap temperature is not high
enough, the latter part of the microtrap serves as a column with a fairly high
capacity factor. This results in generating a broad desorption profile. At high
voltages, this is not encountered because the temperature of the microtrap is high
and its capacity factor is low.
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Figure 3.8 Temperature profiles of a microtrap heated with a 60 V power supply.
A: pulse duration of 3 seconds; B: pulse duration of 4 seconds; C: pulse duration
of 5 seconds.
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Figure 3.9 Desorption profiles of toluene from Carbopack C. The pulse duration
was fixed at 3 seconds and voltage varied, A: 30 V; B: 40 V; C: 50 V; D: 60 V.
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The desorption is a function of sorbent temperature. The resistive heating
occurs in the metal tubing, and the energy is transferred to the sorbent by
conduction. This takes a finite amount of time. Consequently, a longer pulse time
may have the advantage of more uniform heating of the microtrap and higher
desorption efficiency. The range of pulse times studied were between 3 to 5
seconds and within this range the analyte desorption peak width did not show
significant variations. However, the pulse time can not be increased indefinitely
because the microtrap temperature rises to a point where the sorbent phase could
be destroyed. For example, increasing the pulse time to the order of 8 seconds
made the microtrap glow red hot. In general, some trial and error optimization of
voltage and pulse time are needed.
The analyte desorption profile and the microtrap temperature profile are
plotted against the microtrap voltages in Figure 3.10. The increase in microtrap
voltage did not have significant impact on the duration of the heat pulse. When the
microtrap voltage increased from 20 volts to 80 volts, the duration of the heat
pulse (measured at half the maximum temperature) showed no significant variation
(range of 3.4 to 5 seconds). However, the analyte desorption peak width at half
height decreased from 12 seconds to 1.5 seconds.
As the microtrap voltage was increased, the area of analyte desorption
peak increased. At low voltages, not enough energy was supplied for quantitative
desorption. It was seen that at 50 volts, the microtrap reached a temperature high
enough for quantitative desorption. Beyond this, the peak, area did not increase
significantly with voltage.
Figure 3.10 Effect of increasing microtrap voltage on analyte desorption profile (pulse time
of 3 seconds, and sample flow rate of 5.0 ml/mim).
Figure 3.11 The desorption peak changing with sample flow rate (micortrap voltage at 60 volts,
pulse duration at 4 seconds).
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Figure 3.12 Toluene desorption peaks from Carbopack C at different sample flow
rates. The microtrap was desorbed at 60 V for 4 seconds. A: sample flow rate at 3
ml/min; B: sample flow rate at 5 ml/min; C: sample flow rate at 8 ml/min.
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The area of the desorption peak and its width are plotted in Figure 3.11 as
a function of flow rate at a pulse time of 4 seconds, and a microtrap voltage of 60
volts. Typical desorption profiles are given in Figure 3.12. It is seen that the area
of the desorption peak increased linearly with flow rate. This is because more
sample is brought into the microtrap resulting in a larger desorption peak as flow
rate increases. The desorption peak width decreased with increase in flow rate and
eventually reached a constant value. As mentioned before, the latter part of the
microtrap served as a GC column. At low flow rates, the desorbed analyte pulse
moved slowly. By that time the microtrap had began to cool down, it encountered
a cool sorbent bed of a high capacity factor that broadened the desorption peak. At
high flow rates, this pulse escaped the microtrap before it began to cool down.
CHAPTER 4
TWO-STAGE MICROTRAP AS INJECTION DEVICE FOR ON-LINE
VOCS MONITOIRNG BY GC
4.1 Introduction
Conventional approach to measurement of volatile organic compounds requires
sampling of the organics using a sorbent trap or into a whole air sampler (for
example canisters). This is followed by laboratory analysis using GC or GC/MS.
Recently there has been much effort in development of analytical techniques for
continuous, on-line measurement of these species in air emissions and in ambient
air. The on-site (or on-line) analysis not only provides instantaneous results but
also provides higher accuracy by eliminating the errors associated with the delay
between sampling and laboratory analysis. During transport and storage of sample,
the sample can degrade and contamination can occur. For example many organic
compounds, especially the polar compounds are known to be unstable in electro-
polished canisters. Extensive quality control steps are also necessary for these
measurements to ensure that there is no error introduced at each step of the
process. Consequently these methods are more expensive in term of time and
effort required for analysis.
To develop gas chromatographic systems that can perform on-line
measurements, it is important to have a device to perform sampling and sample
introduction on-line as the air is taken in. The most common sample introduction
device is a gas sampling valve. It withdraws a small portion of the sample stream
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for injection into the GC which results in a small sample quantity and decreasing
sensitivity. The typical injection volumes for using valves vary from a few
microliters to 1 or 2 ml. Gaseous sample streams with low concentrations of
organic compounds can not be effectively analyzed using valves because the small
injection volume contains a small quantity of analyte which results in low
sensitivity. The injection volume can not be increased by using a larger sample loop
because the injection band becomes wide, reducing chromatographic resolution.
The microtrap has been developed as an automatic sampling and injection
device for on-line, continuous GC analysis of volatile organic compounds (VOCs)
in air [20, 29]. The major advantage of using microtrap as injection device over
sample valves is that the microtrap is not only an automatic injection device but
also the sample preconcentrator which allows a large volume injection for trace
analysis. Using a microtrap as an injection device makes the analysis of VOCs in
air possible on-line and continuously. The microtrap is made small in dimension so
that it has low heat capacity and can be heated/cooled very rapidly. The trap is
heated resistively, so heat has to migrate from the external tube wall into the
sorbent. The heat transfer in larger diameter traps takes long time and desorption
of organics is very slow. Fast desorption is essential for generating a narrow
injection band so that high resolution separation can be achieved. However, due to
its micro dimension, it can be packed with only a small quantity (fraction of mg)
of adsorbent. The ideal adsorbent for microtrap would be one which has a large
sampling capacity or breakthrough volume for the very volatile species, at the
same time providing rapid quantitative desorption for the large molecular weight
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compounds. Several studies have been performed to determine the breakthrough
characteristics of different compounds on different sorbents [30, 86]. There still no
single commercial adsorbent can satisfy the above mentioned criteria of efficient
trapping the lightest molecules and high desorption efficiency of heavier ones.
Conventional sorbent traps which are used for sampling usually use layers of
different sorbents to trap the wide range of compounds. These traps are also
designed to sample several liters of air and breakthrough time in the order of an
hour or so is required. On the contrary, the microtrap is required to retain the
sample for a few seconds to a few minutes. It is desirable to accumulate as much
sample as possible in the microtrap prior to making an injection for maximum
sensitivity. If a component breakthroughs, only a fraction of the sample is desorbed
during injection and a small signal is generated at the detector. As the microtrap
contains a small quantity of adsorbent, it is prone to breakthrough problem. The
breakthrough volume (defined as L/gm of sorbent) is a function of the amount of
the adsorbent, increasing the mass of material sorbent in the microtrap is a way to
increasing the breakthrough time of the microtrap. A larger diameter trap can hold
more adsorbent, but requires longer desorption time and coupled with slower heat
transfer results in poor peak shape. Therefore, on one hand we have the problem
of sample breakthrough in small diameter traps, and on the other hand we have the
problem of broad desorption band in larger diameter traps.
These problems can be solved by using two traps in series and operating
sequentially. The first, a larger diameter trap is referred to as the retention trap is
packed with more material to increase the breakthrough volume/time. The
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retention trap is desorbed and the analytes are refocused onto the smaller diameter
microtrap referred to as the injection trap. A few seconds delay is provided and
then the injection microtrap is desorbed to generate a sharp band injection for GC
separation. The objective of this study was to demonstrate the effectiveness of
using two microtraps in series to enhance the breakthrough time as well as perform
on-line analysis by making a series of injections from a flowing sample stream.
4.2 Experimental
The experimental system is as shown in the Figure 4.1. A Varian GC (Model 3700)
equipped with a flame ionization detector was used in the study. A DB-624
column (J &W Scientific, Flosom, CA, USA) was used for separation. Data were
collected by a computer with Minichrom chromatography data system (Cheshire,
England). Oven temperature was set at 80 °C and the sample flow rates were 6.0
ml/min for all experiments. The microtraps were made by packing Carbopack C
(Supelco, Supelco Park, PA, USA) in 0.53 mm i.d. silcosteel tubing (Restek Co.,
Belletfonte, PA, USA) and 1.1 mm i.d. and 1.3 mm i.d. stainless-steel tubing
(Small Part Inc., Miami Lakes, FL, USA). The microtrap was resistively heated by
passing current directly through the wall of the metal tubing. The interval between
injections and the duration of microtrap pulse were controlled using a
microprocessor. The sample stream consisted of gas standards prepared in the
laboratory. A variety of compounds were used in this study. Particular attention
was given to oxygenated volatile organics which typically have low breakthrough
times. Combinations of different microtraps in series were tried. The 1.1 mm, and
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Figure 4.1 Schematic diagram of the experiment system. 4.1-a: instrument
system, 4.1-b: one microtrap injection system. 4.1-c: two-stage microtrap
injection system.
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1.3 mm i.d. microtrap were packed with 0.4 g, 0.8 g adsorbent, respectively. These
served as the retention trap. The second or the injection microtrap had a small
diameter of 0.53 mm i.d. silcosteel tubing, packed with only 0.02 g of sorbent.
First the retention trap was heated at the end of sampling, then after a 5 second
delays the injection microtrap was desorbed.
4.3 Results and Discussions
4.3.1 Breakthrough Characteristics of Retention and Injection Microtrap
The breakthrough volume (specific retention volume) is defined as the calculated
volume of carrier gas per unit mass of adsorbent necessary to cause a mass of
adsorbate molecules, introduced into the front of the adsorbent trap, to migrate to
the back of the trap [69]. The volume of sample that may be quantitatively sampled
(greater than 99% collection efficiency) is always less than the breakthrough
volume of the least retained component.
Breakthrough was measured by three different methods. The first was to
measure response for the microtrap pulse as a function of injection interval [27].
Increasing the interval time increases the response as more samples are
accumulated by the microtrap. Once the sample begins to breakthrough, the
response does not increase anymore because no further sample accumulation
occurs. The breakthrough can be found at the maximum response.
The second method uses the peak shape of the microtrap injections as the
sample flows continuously through [29]. When the microtrap is heated, a
desorption peak occurs. As the sample flows continuously, the analytes are
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readsorbed in the microtrap. This lowers the base line into the negative territory
appearing as a negative peak. As- sample begins to breakthrough, the detector
response increases and the response increases again. The width of the negative
peak at the base line equals the breakthrough time.
The conventional method is using frontal chromatography. When a sample
stream containing organics is introduced, initially the response stays constant and
then as the sample front breakthroughs, the response increases to a steady value.
Here the breakthrough volume is calculated based on the time required for
breakthrough. The breakthrough time of acetone on a 1.1 mm i.d. Carbopack C
microtrap was measured to be approximately 1.5 min by all three methods. The
data in Figure 4.2 showed that these three methods were equivalent. For the rest of
the study, the first method was chosen because it was the operationally simplest
method.
4.3.2 Quantitative Desorption from the Microtrap
The desorption of adsorbate from the microtrap is achieved by passing a pulse of
electric current directly through the wall of the microtrap. Figure 4.3 is the plot of
peak area as a function of pulse time for the three microtraps of different
diameters. The thicker wall of the larger diameter tubing further slow down the
flow of heat. The pulse time required for 0.53 mm i.d. microtrap was 1.5 second as
compared to 4 second for 1.1 mm i.d. and 5 second for 1.3 mm i.d. microtraps.
With the increasing of the diameter of trap, the packing amount of the adsorbent
also increased. The pulse time for complete desorption of adsorbate became
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Figure 4.2 Acetone breakthrough on 1.1mm i.d. stainless steel microtrap
measured by three different methods (sample flow rate 6.0 ml/min). 4.2-a:
Response of the analytical system as a function of interval between microtrap
pulses, 4.2-b: Characteristic peak from a microtrap, 4.2-c: Chromatogram
generated by frontal chromatography.
Figure 4.3 The plot of peak height as a function of pulse time for different size microtraps.
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longer. If they are used as injections for GC, the peaks in chromatogram will
become broad. As expected, the larger microtraps due to their slower heating rate
generate broad chromatographic bands. The chromatograms generated by each
microtrap are presented in Figure 4.4. The 0.53 mm i.d. microtrap generated a high
resolution chromatogram where all components were well separated. For the
larger microtraps the resolution was significantly lower. For example 1-propanol
and 2-butanone were not well separated. The methanol peak was broadened to the
point that it could not be distinguished from the baseline noise. The peak widths at
half height for different components are listed in Table 4.1. All the peaks generated
by larger traps became two times broader than those generated by small diameter
traps. When components are present at low concentration in an unknown sample,
poor peak shape and low peak height may cause misidentification. The peak
heights of methanol were 0.11, 0.06, 0.07 mV for trap 1, trap 2 and trap 3,
respectively. The method sensitivity will be dramatically deceased by a broadened
injection band. If the GC separation can not be done within very short time, a
longer sampling time will be needed. For low concentration streams, larger
sampling time results in more preconcentration and lower detection limits can be
achieved.
4.3.3 Performance of Two-stage Microtrap
The objective of using two microtraps in series was to enhance the breakthrough
time by using a larger diameter trap while retaining high resolution. The first
microtrap, namely the retention trap, prevents breakthrough while the second
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Figure 4.4 Chromatograms generated by using different sizes of microtrap as
injection device. 4.4-a: 0.53 mm i.d. microtrap, 4.4-b: 1.1 mm i.d. microtrap, 4.4-
c. 1.3 i.d. microtrap.
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microtrap serves as an injector. For example from Table 4.2, the breakthrough
times for trap 1 and trap 3 for methanol are 0.5 and 1.9 minute respectively. When
the two microtraps are used in sequence, the breakthrough time will increase to 2.5
minute.
Table 4.1 Peak width (minute) at half height in chromatograms
generated using different size microtraps.
The same sample stream presented in Figure 4.4 was analyzed using two-
stage microtrap injection and the chromatograms are shown in Figure 4.5. In both
cases, trap 1 was used as the injector. A five seconds delay between the
desorptions of the first and second microtrap was found to be adequate for
readsorb the trapped organics from retention trap onto the injection trap. Figure
4.5 demonstrates the application of the two-stage microtrap as the sample stream
flows continuously through. The chromatograms had excellent resolution and the
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methanol peak was clearly distinguishable. Peaks of 1-propanol and 2-butanone
were also well resolved.
Table 4.2 Breakthrough times of different size microtraps.
In Figure 4.5-a, peak heights were 0.24, 3.65, 1.41, 3.36 mV for methanol,
acetone, 1-propanol and 2-butanone, respectively. Peak heights of these four
components increased significantly, comparing to the chromatogram showed in
Figure 4.4-a where the peak heights were 0.11, 1.96, 0.71 and 0.95 mV for the
components respectively and breakthrough occurred in the small diameter
microtrap. The peak width at half peak height for methanol was significantly
decreased to 0.02 min when using two-stage microtrap injection comparing to one
using one stainless microtrap. Figure 4.5-a and 4.5-b showed that slight increase of
microtrap diameter for retention microtrap did not have a significant influence on
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Figure 4.5 Chromatograms generated by using two-stage microtrap as injection
device. 4.5-a: 1.1 mm i.d. microtrap as first trap and 0.53 mm i.d. microtrap as
second trap, 4.5-b: 1.3 mm i.d. microtrap as first trap and 0.53 mm i.d. microtrap
as second trap.
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resolution because there was only a 1 second difference between the desorption
time for these two traps. The results showed that using two-stage microtrap for
injection will gain not only sampling time either for column separation or
increasing sensitivity, but also good resolution in chromatogram with a good peak
shape resulting in high sensitivity and low detection limit for the trace components
presented in environmental samples.
4.4 Conclusion
The results demonstrated that the two-stage microtrap system was effective in
reducing (if not eliminating) the breakthrough problem in microtrap. The two-
stage microtrap produced high resolution chromatograms and increased sensitivity
by accumulating sample for a longer period of time.
CHAPTER 5
A MICROTRAP INTERFACE FOR ON-LINE MASS SPECTROMETRY
5.1 Introduction
In conventional VOCs analysis, the air is sampled by canister or sorbent trap, then
cryogenically enriched, followed by thermal desorption and analysis using GC
equipped with flame ionization detector (HD) or GC/MS. Volatile organic
compounds (VOCs) concentrations can degrade caused by analyte losses from
microbial degradation, absorption, and volatilization. Most of the errors in VOCs
analysis may be attributed to the delay between the collection of an environmental
sample and its chemical analysis [9]. Recently, much research oncontinuous, on-
line monitoring has been reported. Continuous, on-line monitoring of pollutants in
ambient air and emissions provides diagnostic information in field analysis where
immediate results may have important health and safety benefits. Since it eliminates
the time for transportation and storage between sampling and analysis, not only
can the cost be significant reduced [8], but also more accurate results can be
obtained. In the lab analysis, the separation capacity of a capillary column in GC
makes the separation of individual compounds feasible and hence increases the
accuracy of the identification and quantification. However, the time required for
column separation can be fairly long. Mass spectrometry provides fast response,
excellent quantitative and qualitative information. The high sensitivity and rich




The main challenge for using mass spectrometer for continuous, on-line
analysis in air monitoring application is the interface between the sample collection
system and the ionization chamber. Normally, VOCs are present in trace
concentration (ppm to ppb levels) while permanent gases such as H 20, oxygen and
CO2 are present at percent levels. Moisture, in particular, is a source of serious
interference in on-line mass spectrometry [123]. Small inorganic molecules can
absorb energy in the ionization chamber of a mass spectrometer and hence reduce
the measurement sensitivity for the target organic compounds. Large quantities of
interfering species can also cause a failure of the vacuum pump and damage the
instrument. Consequently, a sensitive on-line mass spectrometry requires an
effective sampling technique to eliminate the moisture and other permanent gases
such as CO2, H2O and CH4 from the sample before the entrance into the ionization
chamber. Several kinds of approaches have been reported for on-line mass
spectrometry analysis of VOCs. They are direct introduction [124], membrane
introduction [41, 42, 50, 125], atmospheric pressure ionization or atmospheric
sampling glow discharge ionization [48, 56] and sorbent trap introduction [126].
Direct introduction of air emissions into a mass spectrometer provides
nearly instantaneous response. Normally, it requires a moisture filter to dry the
sample especially when a large amount of moisture is present in the sample stream.
However, large quantities of other permanent gases such as CO 2 still cause
interference. Moreover, in the moisture filtering techniques, along with moisture,
organic molecules are also partially removed. This technique is not suitable for
efficient detection of trace level of VOCs because the limits of the gas flow into
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the instrument are typically under 1.0 ml/min. In the membrane introduction mass
spectrometry (MIMS), air emissions are introduced through a membrane that
provides some selectivity towards the organics while blocking the flow of
background gases. The limitations of membrane include that permeation efficiency
may not be very high and the response time may be long. Sudden rupture of a
membrane may also produce a catastrophic failure of the spectrometer. The
designs of atmospheric pressure ionization and atmospheric sampling glow
discharge ionization facilitate the continuous, on-line monitoring. The
disadvantages are that complex pumping systems and high-voltage power supplies
for ionization and tedious instrument operation are required. Sampling and
injection devices based on microtrap preconcentrator have shown advantages in
continuous, on-line monitoring of VOCs in air [20, 27, 32]. The microtrap which
served as an interface for direct sampling mass spectrometry was tested in our
previous study. Several configurations of combination of microtrap and gas
sampling valve have been studied. On-line microtrap with back-flushed desorption
(OLMT-BF), with the microtrap replacing the loop of sampling valve, showed
encouraging performance for analysis of VOCs in air.
In this research, microtrap based sampling systems were further studied for
sampling low concentration, and multiple VOCs directly into a mass spectrometer.
This technique is referred to as microtrap mass spectrometry or MTMS. The




The microtrap was configured in several ways with the mass spectrometer. Three
kinds of sampling and injection systems were compared. The schematic diagrams
of these configurations studied for continuous monitoring of VOCs are presented
in Figure 5.1. They are direct injection by sampling valve without microtrap;
sequential valve microtrap (SVMT) directly connected to MS; and on-line
microtrap with back-flushed desorption (OLMT-BF). In this study, the
performances of these sampling systems were evaluated at a low concentration of
toluene (5 ppm). In direct sampling mode, sample stream was first collected by a
sampling valve with 5 ml loop. Helium purged out the sample from the loop
directly into ionization chamber through a jet separator. The sampling valve and
the jet separator were connected by fused silica tubing. In the SVMT mode, helium
purged out the sample from the loop of sampling valve to the microtrap that was
directly connected to the jet separator. The sample air stream passed through the
microtrap into the MS while the organic components were retained by the
adsorbent packed in the microtrap. The microtrap was desorbed to make injections
into the MS after the inorganic peak. In the OLMT-BF mode, a microtrap
replaced the sample loop of a six port gas sampling valve. First, the air stream
passed through the microtrap. The VOCs were trapped, and the matrix gases such
as moisture, N2, and CO2 were vented to the outside without entering the MS.
When the valve was switched to the injection position, carrier gas, helium passed
through microtrap to the mass spectrometer. The flow direction of He was
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Figure 5.1 Schematic diagram of the experimental system. 5.1-a: Direct sampling,
5.1-b: Sequential valve microtrap, 5.1-c: On-line microtrap with backflush.
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reversed to backflush the microtrap. The microtrap was then heated and VOCs
were desorbed/injected into the MS.
The microtrap was made by packing Carbopack C (Supelco, Supelco Park,
PA) into a 10 cm long, 0.53 mm i.d. silica lined stainless steel tubing (Restek Co.
Bellefonte, PA). The injection was performed by heating the microtrap with a
pulse of electric current. A seven to ten amperes of current was supplied using a
Variac. A microprocessor-based timer was used to control the current at a short
pulse time of 1.5 seconds. Each electric pulse generated an analytes concentration
pulse that was analyzed with the MS.
A six-port gas sampling valve (Valco Instruments Co. Inc., Houston, TX)
was used to switch between sampling and injection. A Hewlett Packard (Avondale,
PA) quadruple MS model 5988A was used for the detection of VOCs. A jet
separator was used to limit the flow into the MS at 1.5 ml/min. Evaluations were
done using a laboratory-made mixture containing 5 ppm toluene, 3.0 % H2O, 8.0
% CO2, and in an air balanced. The m/z of interest were 91, 44, and 17 to
represent characteristic fragments of toluene, CO2, and H20, respectively. The
sample stream contained 2-butanone (90 ppm), hexane (40 ppm), benzene (57
ppm), toluene (16 ppm) and tetra-chloroethylene (TCE) (16.7 ppm), 3.0 % H 20,.
8.0 % CO 2 was used as feeding stream for catalytic incinerator. The detection
limits and low ppb level standard calibration curves were measured on a Varian
Saturn Ion Trap Mass Spectrometer using standard gas (ALPHAGAZ, Walnut
Creek, CA) containing 625 ppt of benzene, toluene, ethylbenzene and tri-
chloroethylene.
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Monitoring of incinerator emission was demonstrated. The experimental
system was sketched in Figure 5-2. The catalytic reactor employed in the
experiment was a 2.5 cm o.d. stainless tubular reactor placed in a temperature
controlled horizontal furnace (Lindberg, Watertown, WI). The catalyst (Engelhard
Corporation, Edison, NJ) was 1.5 % platinum deposited on an Y-alumina
washcoat and carried on a 400 cells per square inch cordierite honeycomb. The
length of catalyst bed was 0.5 cm. The sample stream containing VOCs was
passed through the catalyst incinerator at 20 ml/min. The temperature of the
incinerator was changed by 50 °C from room temperature to 400 °C for
measurement of VOC' s residues in emission.
Figure 5.2 Schematic diagram of experimental system for catalytic incinerator
emission monitoring.
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5.3 Results and Discussions
Direct Sampling
Direct sampling allowed all the sample stream enter the ionization chamber of mass
spectrometry. The total ion current (TIC) and mass spectrum obtained from direct
sampling system were given in Figure 5.3. Figure 5.3-a is TIC as a function of time
and Figure 5.3-b is a set of spectrum at point A. Even the sample stream generated
high intensity in TIC, only moisture (m/z:17) and CO 2 (m/z:44) can be seen from
mass spectrum when all ions greater than 10 were measured. In this case, 5 ppm
toluene was not detected. It is very common for incinerator emissions containing
high concentrations of CO2 as well as moisture. When the emission sample stream
was introduced to the instrument, the large peak of inorganic gases caused
difficulties of identification of low concentration organic components. The large
amount of small inorganic molecular can adsorb most energy in ionization chamber
and results in reducing the measurement sensitivity. Further more, exceed amount
of these molecular may cause secondary ionization of organic molecules and
interfere in the mass spectral analysis. They may also cause deterioration of the
instrument. It is difficult to detect low concentration of organics from sample
matrix containing a high concentration of inorganic interference gases using direct
sampling mode. Even changing the mass scan range can efficiently eliminate all the
inorganic mass spectra, the low concentration organic still can not be detected by
quadruple mass spectrometer without sample enrichment because the limitation of
the detection limit of the instrument. Ion-trap mass spectrometer has low detection
limit, but most of them are not designed for direct sample stream introduction. By
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Figure 5.3 The chromatogram generated by direct sampling. 5.3-a: TIC as
function of time, 5.3-b: Spectrum at point A.
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employing the sampling valve in this experiment, helium, instead of emission
sample stream, was used to carry the sample into the instrument. However, the
data collection system for Varian Saturn ion-trap mass spectrometer was still not
capable to handle such large intensity when the sample was injected into the
instrument.
Sequential Valve Microtrap (SVMT)
In our previous studies, the microtrap has been successfully used to concentrate
organics and inject into a GC (14, 16). The microtrap can also be used as a sample
concentrator and injector for a mass spectrometer. The TIC generated by SVMT
injection system was given in Figure 5.4. In the SVMT mode, helium purged out
the sample in the loop flowing through the microtrap while the organic
components was retained by the adsorbent packed inside of the microtrap. After
the sample matrix passed through the microtrap, the trap was pulsed in presence of
He to desorb the organics. Here the background gases were separated from
toluene in time. The large intensity of peak A was mainly due to the background
gases. When the response came down, the microtrap was pulsed to generate the
desorption peak B. The mass spectrum at point B (Figure 5.4-b) clearly shows the
mass spectrum corresponding to toluene with significantly less background
species. By using the microtrap, the organics present in the sample stream were
concentrated and the background gases were separated. The major drawback for
this configuration is that all the background gases were still sampled into the
ionization chamber. The limitation can be overcame by selectively trapping the
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Figure 5.4 The chromatogram generated by SVMT. 5.4-a: TIC as function of
time, 5.4-b: Spectrum at point B.
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organics while venting the background gases, and then introducing the organics
into the MS.
On- line Microtrap with Backflush Desorption
The OLMT-BF configuration was most effective in removal of interference and
enhancement of sensitivity in the measurement of VOCs in air. During sampling,
most of the background gases were vented to the outside, while the organics were
retained in the microtrap. At the end of each sampling period, the microtrap was
desorbed when the valve was switched to injection position that is showed in
Figure 5.5. In Figure 5.5-a, peak B was generated by desorption of the microtrap.
The peak A was generated by the residue of sample matrix left in the microtrap.
The selected ion monitoring at m/z:91 was given in Figure 5.5-b where the toluene
peaks were corresponding to the desorption of the microtrap. The mass spectrum
of one of these peaks was given in Figure 5.5-c.
Figure 5.6 was also generated by the OLMT-BF. Here, before the valve
was switched to injection position, the sample stream was switched to helium to
remove any remaining background gases especially H2O. Consequently, the MS
was never loaded with any sample matrix, and the base line remained stable and
constant. When the microtrap was desorbed, a concentrated pulse of organics was
introduced into the MS. The TIC trace as a function of time and the associated
mass spectrum are shown in Figure 5.6. Peak A corresponds to a point in time
right after the valve was switched to the inject position. The peak B was generated
from the thermal desorption of the microtrap. The main component here is toluene.
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Figure 5.5 The chromatogram generated by OLMT-BF without helium purge.
5.5-a: TIC as function of time, 5.5-b: Selected ion chromatogram at m/z: 91, 5.5-
c: Spectrum at point B.
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Practically none of the background species are seen here. The m/z peaks of 91, 65,
51, 39 and their relative intensities were well matched with the standard spectrum
from the NIST library. High precision was obtained. The relative standard
deviation (RSD) was 3.4 % based on the intensity at position B of five consecutive
measurements.
In the OLMT-BF mode, the air does not go into the MS. The sampling
volume is only limited by the breakthrough of organics on the microtrap. The
backflush mode also facilitates the multiple bed microtrap when sampling a wide
range of VOCs. By comparison of the different sampling configurations, it is clear
that the highest response was obtained when the background gases were vented
out. The advantages of the MTMS in the enhancement of measurement sensitivity
and in interference elimination are clearly demonstrated.
Based on the above results, the OMLT-BF mode was used for the rest of
the experiments. The determination of the sample with multiple components was
carried out. Each component was identified by its highest intensity characteristic
fragment. Figure 5.7 is a typical mass spectrum of the studied sample stream
containing 2-butanone (m/z 43), hexane ( m/z 57), benzene (m/z 78), toluene (m/z
91) and tetra-chloroethylene (m/z 166). The dynamic range for the analysis for
these VOCs using OLMT-BF can be from low ppb level to ppm. The calibration
curves of different VOCs were given in Figure 5.8 and 5.9. The relative standard
deviations for 2-butanone, hexane, benzene, toluene and tetra-chloroethylene were
3.77 %, 6.59 %, 4.48 %, 3.73 % and 4.89 %, respectively based on six
measurements. The detection limits are listed in Table 5.1 for one minute sampling
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Figure 5.6 The chromatogram generated by OLMT-BF with helium purge, 5.6-a:
TIC as function of time, 5.6-b: Selected ion chromatogram at m/z: 91, 5.6-c:
Spectrum at point B.
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Figure 5.7 The chromatogram generated by OLMT-BF with helium purge for
multiple compounds. 5.7-a: TIC as function of time, 5.7-b: Spectrum at point A.
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at 10 ml/min sample flow rate. The detection limits can be further lowered by
increasing sampling time or sample flow rate until the breakthrough of the lightest
component, 2-butanone in this case. For demonstration, low ppb level calibration
curves were obtained for benzene and toluene on Varian Saturn ion trap MS and
given in Figure 5.10. The detection limits for 1 min sampling at 20 ml/min sample
flow rate were 100 ppt for benzene and 35 ppt for toluene. The selected ion
chromatograms at m/z:78, 91 and corresponding spectrum generated by multiple
compounds at low concentrations are showed in Figure 5.11 where benzene
(m/z:78), toluene (m/z:91), ethylbenzene (m/z:105) and tri-chloroethylene
(m/z:130) were 625 ppt, sample volume was 20 ml. The turn over time for one
analysis using MTMS can be shorted to few minutes even for trace analysis. All
the experiments successfully demonstrated that OLMT-BF mode MTMS is a
sensitive method for continuous, on-line monitoring of VOCs.
The catalytic incinerator emission was monitored using OLMT-BF. The
change in concentration profile of test compounds changing with incinerator
temperature was ploted in Figure 5.12. When the incinerator operation
temperature was increased to 200 °C, all the VOCs were well converted except
chloroorganic compounds (TCE) which was still stable under that temperature. At
250 °C, the concentration of TCE in emission started to decrease. 99 % of all the
VOCs were decomposed when the operating temperature was higher than 350 °C.
Figure 5.8 Calibration curves for toluene and TCE.
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Figure 5.9 Calibration curves for hexane and benzene.
Table 5.1 Detection limits for the different substances (sampling
time: 1 minute, sample flow rate: 10 ml/min, helium purge time: 1
minute)
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Figure 5.10 Calibration curves for benzene and toluene measured by ion trap mass
spectrometry.
Figure 5.11 The chromatogram generated by Varian Saturn ion-trap mass
spectrometer with selected ion monitoring at m/z: 78 and 91.
Figure 5.12 The concentration profiles of test compounds changing with incinerator temperature.
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5.4 Conclusion
Microtrap mass spectrometry for continuous, on-line monitoring of pollutants in
air emission was developed. Large amount background gases commonly present in
air emissions such as CO2, H2O. This results in a high background and also
interference during MS analysis. OLMT-BF with helium purge showed best
performance for eliminating background interference. Direct sampling mass
spectrometry based on microtrap as sampling interface increased the measurement
sensitivity because of the sample enrichment by microtrap. High precision was also
obtained. The detection limits were at low ppb levels or even ppt levels.
Monitoring of catalytic incinerator emission using microtrap mass spectrometry
had also been demonstrated.
CHAPTER 6
FIELD VALIDATION OF CONTINUOUS NON METHANE ORGANIC
CARBON ANALYZER FOR AIR EMISSION MONITORING
6.1 Introduction
Non-methane organic carbon (NMOC) is a measure of total organic carbon
except that from methane. Thus, its measurement represents organic pollutants
that play an important role in the formation of photochemical oxidants at urban
and regional scale. NMOC measurements have been used to study emission
sources as well as ambient air [127 - 130].
EPA standard method 25 employs a non-methane organic carbon analyzer,
which use oxidation/reduction and gas chromatography as means of quantifying
NMOC emission from stationary sources such as incinerators and coatings
facilities [131]. In this method, air is sampled into a chilled condensate trap, and
the unretained compounds are collected in an evacuated canister. After sampling is
completed, the NMOC are determined by combining the analytical results of the
condensate trap and the canister. The trapped CO 2 in the condensate trap is
removed first by warming the condensate trap to room temperature. Then the
NMOC is transferred to an intermediate collection vessel by heating the
condensate trap to 200 °C. The sample is injected using a sampling valve into a
column to separate CH4, CO and CO 2 . Once the detector response returns to the
baseline following the CO 2 peak, the column is backflushed while the column
temperature is raised to 195 °C. The NMOC is determined by oxidizing the
organics to CO2 and then reducing the CO 2 to CH4, which is measured by a
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conventional FID. The NMOC content of the canister sample is analyzed the same
way. The major challenge has been measuring NMOC in samples that have high
concentration of moisture and CO 2 . During sampling, CO2 gas bubbles are trapped
inside the ice that is formed in cryogenically cooled condensate traps. It is difficult
to purge out the CO 2 prior to recovery of the condensate. Since the organics are
also oxidized to CO 2 in the analysis step, any CO 2 from air generates a bias in the
analysis. The other problem is that polar oxygenated organics that not condense in
condensate trap are collected in the canister and it is difficult to accurately analyze
these compounds in the non-methane organic analyzer [132]. Furthermore this
method can not be used for continuous on-line monitoring of air emissions.
Continuous emission monitors (CEM) are being used more and more for
regulatory compliance [133]. They can eliminate/minimize the errors associated
with transportation and storage of samples and also because there is no manual
handling involved. Normally, on-line monitors have three main components,
namely, a sampling interface, sample conditioning and an analyzer [134]. The
sampling interface either transports or separates the flue gas for the analyzer. CEM
systems are often classified by their interface into three groups: extractive, in-situ
and remote sensor. In the extractive system, the interface extracts and conditions
the gas prior to entering the analyzer. In in-situ systems, the interface is composed
of flanges designed to align or support the monitor. Remote sensing systems have
no interface between the stack gases and the sensing instrument other than the
ambient atmosphere. CEMs are commercially available today. A major challenge is
to perform on-line preconcentration for trace analysis, and to be able to complete
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the analytical cycle fast enough that information about process transients can be
obtained. For example, the monitoring system for automobile engines needs to
have a sampling time less than 2 ms to monitor the start up emission [135]. For
stationary sources, data reported on hourly or even daily basis are sufficient [136-
137].
On-line injection devices based on microtrap have been developed for
continuous monitoring of volatile organic compounds using GC and mass
spectrometry [20, 27, 29]. The microtrap comprises of a capillary tubing packed
with a sorbent. As the sample passes through the microtrap, organics are trapped
by the adsorbent and background gases pass unretained. The microtrap can be
rapidly desorbed by heating with a few seconds (1 to 5 second) pulse of electric
current. The desorption band is sharp enough to serve as an injection for GC
separation, or MS analysis. High precision, fast response time and low detection
limits of microtrap devices have been demonstrated.
Recently we have reported the development of instrumentation for
continuous NMOC monitoring [138]. This instrument referred to as C-NMOC
uses the microtrap in combination with a sampling valve, and conventional
oxidation/reduction NMOC detector. Besides being an on-line concentrator and
injector, the microtrap serves as a separator that isolates NMOC from 11 20, CO,
CO2, CH4 and other background gases. After these gases have passed through, the
microtrap is desorbed, and the trapped NMOC are released into the oxidation
reactor to be converted to carbon dioxide. Then the carbon dioxide is reduced to
methane and quantified by the FID.
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The preconcentration of organics in the microtrap results in ppb levels
detection limit. The C-NMOC analyzer had been successfully used to evaluate the
performance of a laboratory scale catalytic incinerator. These details have been
published in the literature [139]. The objective of this research was to field test the
C-NMOC system at an industrial site and evaluated its viability as a CEM. The
field test was a collaborative effort between US EPA, Mid-west Research Institute,
and Research Triangle Institute. The test was carried out at a coatings facility in
North Carolina.
The present paper reports the results of two consecutive days of testing.
On the first day, the process was coating metal sheets with PVC products.
According to the material safety data sheet, the main organic ingredients were di-
isodecyl phthalate, 2,2,4-trimethy1-1,3-pentanediol di-isobutyrate, di-(2-ethylhexyl)
azelate, and aromatic naptha. On the second testing day, the process was coating
polyester, and the main organic ingredients were xylene isomers, 1,2,4-
trimethylbenzen, ethyl benzene and aromatic naptha. These two coating substances
produced widely different NMOC emission concentrations. The sampling manifold
and the C-NMOC analyzer was installed in a mobile laboratory located next to the
emission stack as illustrated in Figure 6.1. The stack was equipped with an air
toxic control device that comprised of a methane burner followed by a catalytic
incinerator. The effluent from the incinerator was sampled using a heated sample
line to the mobile laboratory.
Figure 6.1 Schematic diagram of the field analytical system.
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6.2 Experimental Approach
A schematic diagram of the sampling system in this study is shown in Figure 6.2.
Emissions from the catalytic incinerator outlet were extracted from a single point
near the stack centroid. A heated sample pump drew the flue gases at
approximately 7 liters per minute. The sample gas stream was transported to a
heated manifold (-127 °C) via heat traced sample tube. The heated manifold
contained three exit ports that distributed identical gas samples. One of those was
used for the C-NMOC analyzer.
The sampling/injection system for the C-NMOC consisted of a gas
sampling valve in series with the microtrap. The emission stream continuously
flowed through the sample loop of the sampling valve. At predetermined intervals,
the sampling valve was switched to the injection position. Carrier gas injected the
sample into the microtrap where the organics were trapped. The background gases
passed directly into the NMOC detector. After a two minutes of delay, the
microtrap was thermally desorbed by electrical pulse. The gas sample valve was a
six-port air actuated valve with a digital interface (Valco Instruments Co. Inc.,
College Station, Texas). The microtrap was made by 1.1 mm ID, 150 mm long
stainless steel tubing and packed with Carbopack C (Supelco, PA). This microtrap
was relatively larger than those reported previously [138]. This was packed with
300 mg of Carbopack C to prevent breakthrough of polar compounds. A
microprocessor based controller developed in house controlled the operation of the
valve and the interval between pulses, and the pulse duration during desorption of
the microtrap.
Figure 6.2 Schematic diagram of the sampling system.
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The oxidant reactor in the NMOC detector was a V4 inch stainless steel
tubing packed with Chrome Alumina. The catalyst bed was 4 inch long. This
reactor was put in a furnace (Lindberg, Watertown, WI). The reduction unit was a
'A inch OD quartz tube installed in the GC injection port. The reducing catalyst
was nickel powder. The typical operation temperature for the oxidation unit and
reduction unit was 650 °C and 380 °C, respectively. A flame ionization detector
(FID) from an Hewlett Packard 5890 Series II gas chromatograph (Hewlett
Packard, Avondale, PA) was used as the final detector. A 5 nil sample loop was
used for injection. Nitrogen was used as the carrier gas to elute the air sample from
the sample loop and inject into the NMOC detector. The schematic diagram of
C-NMOC analyzer is given in Figure 6.3.
For estimating the relative bias of the method, the analyte spike and audit
samples were used. The process exhaust gas was spiked with a gas mixture
containing toluene, isopropanol, carbon monoxide, and carbon dioxide. The spike
gas was blended with the stack gas by injecting the spike into the sample stream
just ahead of the sample pump. The emission and the spike were monitored each
alternative hour. The percent NMOC spike recovery was calculated. Two audit
gases, the first containing 20.2 ppm ethanol (40.4 ppmc) and the second containing
17.9 percent CO 2, and 46 ppm hexane (276 ppmc) were also used to test the
method accuracy. The audit gases were certified working standards with an
analytical accuracy of ± 5 %.
Testing the deactivation of oxidation and reduction catalysts in the NMOC
detector was an important issue during continuous, on-line operation. To test the
Figure 6.3 Schematic diagram of the C-NMOC analyzer.
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oxidation catalyst, a gas standard containing 0.997 percent CH 4 was injected into
the C-NMOC while the oxidation unit was at its operating temperature, while the
temperature of the reduction unit was lowered to 100 °C. During this check, the
CH4 was oxidized to CO2, and the FID showed no response. Then the temperature
of the reduction unit was increased to its operating temperature (380 °C), and the
CH4 peak reappeared. Next, a gas standard containing of 0.990 percent of CO2
was injected through the oxidation and reduction catalysts when both were at their
operating temperatures. If the area of the CO2 peak was within 15 percent of that
of the CH4 peak, then it was concluded that both the oxidation and reduction
catalysts were working effectively. The catalyst deactivation was checked on a
daily basis.
A four-point calibration (zero, 112 ppmc, 224 ppm c, 336 ppmc) was
performed each morning before the start of sampling. The standard gas was made
of toluene. Ultra high pure nitrogen was used as the zero gas, and it is also served
as the system blank.
6.3 Results and Discussion
During the check for catalyst deactivation, the percentage deviation between
0.997% CH4 and 0.990% CO2 peak areas were 12.0, 4.6 and 8.1, respectively on
three consecutive days. This showed high activities of both catalysts. The catalysts
showed no signs of deactivation over periods of operation. All the check results
are listed in Table 6.1. The instrument blank values from Table 6.1 were negligible
during the field study and no instrument contamination was detected. The
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instrument precision was checked by repeat injection of 112 ppm c standard five
times. The RSD was 7.6 % on the first day right after instrument setup. This was
relatively higher than what was commonly encountered in the laboratory (less than
5 %). On the subsequent testing RSD dropped to 0.933 % and 2.9 % respectively.
This demonstrated that precision of the instrument in the field was as good as
those reported in the laboratory studies [138]. A four-point calibration was
performed on the instrument each morning prior to the start of sampling. A typical
calibration curve is shown in Figure 6.4. It shows linear response (r 2 is 0.9995) and
near zero blank.
The typical output of C-NMOC for emission monitoring is given in Figure
6.5. Each group of peaks was generated by one injection. Peak A in each injection
was from by CO, CO 2 and CH4, while peak B was from the thermal desorption of
the microtrap. The air sample collected in the loop of sampling valve was swept
into the NMOC detector when it was switched to the injection position. The
inorganic gases and methane went through the microtrap while all the organic
components were retained in it. Desorption of microtrap was made after a certain
predetermined delay (2 minutes). Based on the concentration of inorganic species
and methane in the emission, this delay could be adjusted to ensure the separation
of NMOC from these gases. Also, peak A could be used to estimate the combined
concentration of CO, CO2 and CH4 . Separate calibration would be necessary for
that measurement. It can be seen from Figure 6.5 that NMOC was successfully
separated from all the inorganic gases in the emission.
Table 6.1 QC Data: Checking the catalyst activity and system blank.
Figure 6.4 Typical calibration curve for NMOC monitoring.
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Continuous analysis was done by making injection every 10 minute. It was
possible to carry out the analysis even faster, but was not necessary here. The
results from day one are plotted in Figure 6.6. Test runs 1A, 2A and 3A were
monitoring the emission stream, test runs 1B, 2B and 3B were from the spiked
sample stream. The NMOC concentrations and relative standard deviation (RSD)
of six injections in each test run are presented in Table 6.2. The emission source
was relatively stable except the test run 1A where the RSD of the six monitoring
results was 33.9 %. This was probably caused by the change of coating material. In
Figure 6.6, The highest NMOC was 790.7 ppmc at the first injection in run 1A. In
general, on this day, the NMOC concentration was within 356.7 to 790.7 ppm c. A
crude estimation of combined concentration of CO, CO 2 and CH4 was between 1.3
—3.2 %. This was based on the area of peak A in Figure 6.5, and using a one point
calibration with a 0.997 % CH 4 certified standard.
The calculated spike recoveries are listed in Table 6.3. They were between
83 - 113 % for all test runs on the first test day. No parallel measurement of the
source was made during the spiked run. The spike recovery was computed
assuming that the NMOC concentration remained the same as the previous
unspiked run. The calculation was also based on the average concentration during
the one hour runs. The true average could only be obtained accurately from the
analytical results from an hour long integrated sampling. For the present
continuous method, six "snapshot" measurements were taken during each test run.
The results rather described the NMOC concentration profile in the emission. It is
Figure 6.5 Typical chromatogram generated by C-NMOC analyzer. The arrows represent the points in time when injections
were made.
Figure 6.6 NMOC concentration profile on testing day one.
Table 6.2 NMOC monitoring results on testing day one.
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clearly seen that the emission source fluctuated during this period. Considering all
these issues, it was unreliable to estimate accuracy based on spike recovery alone.
Table 6.3 Spike recovery results on the first day of testing.
The method accuracy was also tested by measuring audit gases without
having prior knowledge of their concentrations. The results of the audit are
presented in Table 6.4. The percentage deviations for two measurements of 20.2
ppm ethanol (40.4 ppm c) with 17.9 % CO2 were 13.1 and 3.6, respectively.
Another 46 ppm hexane audit (276 ppmc) was determined to be 233.9 ppmc, a
deviation of —15.3 %. They were less than the acceptable level (20 %) for field
test. It demonstrated high accuracy of the C-NMOC analyzer even in presence of
high CO2 concentration.
The hydrophobic characteristics of the microtrap sorbent (Carbopack C)
allowed the analysis of stack samples with very high moisture content. No ice
formed inside the microtrap because it was maintained at room temperature. The
drawback of EPA method 25 and others that use crygenic cooling was overcome.
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In general, the C-NMOC analyzer was able to monitor emissions with high
moisture, as well as high CO 2 content.
Table 6.4 Audit results.
The NMOC concentration profile on the second day is shown in Figure
6.7. The NMOC concentration was 3069.9 ppmC when the monitoring was started
in the morning. The high NMOC concentration on this day was due to changing of
the coating material to polyester. The process of polyester coating seemed to
produce much higher NMOC in the emission. In the next hour and a half, the
NMOC concentration decreased sharply to very low levels. On later inquiry from
plant personnel, it was found that around that time the coating process was
stopped. This event was immediately detected by the decrease in NMOC
concentrations in the stack emission. The last three injections in test run 4A
showed NMOC concentrations of 58.0, 67.6, 68.3 ppmc, respectively. The
average of NMOC concentration and the RSD of the monitoring results of each
test run were listed in Table 6.5.
Figure 6.7 NMOC concentration profile on testing day two.
Table 6.5 NMOC monitoring results on testing day two.
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Six measurements were made every 7 minutes between test run 4A and 4B
for monitoring the activities of the coating process. The plant resumed operation at
10:30 AM and the output of C-NMOC detected this activity. The average NMOC
concentration was found to be around 1586 ppmc . The sample stream was spiked
for run 4B, the spike recovery could not be calculated since there was no
information about the background NMOC concentration as it fluctuated during run
4A. Moreover, the NMOC concentration began to decrease after the initiation of
run 4B and then it stabilized to around 200 ppm c which was the target spiking
concentration. At this point cause of this decrease was unknown and the plant
personnel were unable to give a plausible explanation. Malfunction of C-NMOC
was suspected, and the 112 ppmc standard was injected to check its operation. No
problems were detected.
The NMOC concentration dropped to around 50 ppmc during run 5A
although the plant was still operating. At this point, based on the C-NMOC output,
the plant personnel thoroughly checked all operating conditions in the coating
process. They discovered that the air pollution control device catalyst had
accidentally overheated to nearly 1200 °C (750 °C being normal operating
temperature). The high temperature resulted in high catalytic activity and near
complete oxidation of all organics. The catalyst temperature was reset to its
normal value, and the corresponding NMOC concentration began to increase in
run 5B and reached 2576.5 ppmc by the end of that run. Consequently, the spike
recovery could not be estimated for run 5B also. The average monitoring results of
run 6A and 6B, which were 3596.7 and 3543.7 ppm c respectively, showed the
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NMOC emission from the coating process were back to the levels of early
morning. For all six monitoring runs, the average combined concentration of CO,
CO2 and CH4 were between 1.5 —3.3 %.
One of the best illustrations of the advantages of using a CEM for
observing process events was obtained from the second test day. Using
conventional methods based on field sampling followed by laboratory analysis, it
may have taken several days to get these results. Consequently, no corrective
action could have been taken based on the analytical results. For example, catalyst
overheating over a long period of time could have ruined expensive catalysts.
Often, air sampling involves collecting time integrated sample in a sorbent trap, or
a canister. The emission transients as seen in run 4A or 5B would have been lost,
and no information about the events would have been known.
6.4 Conclusion
The C-NMOC analyzer was validated in a field test as an effective continuous
emission monitor for measurement of air emissions in stack gases. The instrument
was able to monitor the transients of the process in real-time based on which
corrective actions could be taken. The instrument demonstrated good accuracy
based on audit sample analysis, and high precision. It was found to be stable over
long periods of operation.
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